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“Encouraging young people to believe 
in themselves and find their own voice 
whether it’s through writing, drama, or 

art is so important in giving young 
people a sense of self-worth.” 

 –  Michael Morpurgo
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The adventure starts here...
Reading and writing are part of every aspect of your child’s life and 
while children do lots of literacy-based skills at school, there are 
many ways you can support your child at home – and have lots of 
fun doing it!

This booklet aims to give you suggestions and ideas for helping to 
make writing meaningful and fun.

Remember -  Writing does not have to be lengthy or boring! Writing 
for real purposes is more meaningful and rewarding for a child; it 
creates unique and memorable ways for children to develop their 
writing skills in real life situations – not just because ‘our teachers 
tell us to’!

The writing process is an ever "uid journey, constantly moving 
between communication, language, #ne motor skill, reading and 
writing. 

“Writing is intrinsically harder than reading: pupils are likely to be able 
to read and understand more complex writing than they are capable of 
producing themselves.”

“Fill your paper with the breathings of your heart.” 
 –  William Wordsworth

My notes and questions...
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Communication & Language
Simply spending time talking and listening will help your child to 
build an understanding of words, communication and language. 

Try following your child’s lead and invite conversations about 
things they show an interest in.

Creating a special time for talking and listening will develop 
children’s con#dence in communicating and expressing their 
feelings. 

Allow your child time to think.  It can take a child longer to process 
a thought, so be patient and wait for them to think it through. 
Avoid jumping in and #nishing their sentences. We want to help 
out child articulate their thoughts, but sometimes it is better to let 
them get there in their own time - even if they #nd it a bit of a 
struggle - in the struggle they are learning.

Try using an open question such as, what if.... imagine you... would 
you rather... do you think...

Story CDs can be enjoyed together and demonstrate different 
voices and how they are used for different characters, moods, 
feelings and settings.

“Talk is the sea upon which all else floats”
  – James Britton
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Time to Try!

Consider others’ opinions and viewpoints; trying to 
understand through questioning

Collect something everywhere you go to make a 
scrapbook

Learn the words or actions to new rhymes or songs

Tell another person a story

Make a ‘talking time’ in your house (get as many family 
members involved!)

Eye spy, hunt-a-letter

Talk about what you can see when out and about

Re-enact a favourite story with your child

Whispering makes talking about almost anything fun – 
give it a go!

Have a chat about the nice things that have happened in 
your day

Start a ‘WOW’ wall on your fridge/door – get the whole 
family involved – perhaps choose a word to use each day, 
talk about how/where you used it

Select a picture/photo to talk to your child about

Predict possible endings to stories and events

Make up a nonsense rhyme, experimenting with words 
and sounds – tongue twisters

Communication & Language

Have a go at playdough!
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Reading
Spark your child’s imagination through sharing a range of stories, 
poems, non-#ction at home.

Sharing a book brings you closer together and provides a 
relaxation time.

Reading aloud and re-reading builds your child’s con#dence and 
develops "uency of word reading over time.

As the storyteller you open up the magical world of books to your 
child; providing opportunities for discussion, prediction and 
questioning.

Reading develops curiosity and an opportunity to link experiences.

As stories unfold new words are  experienced. Encourage your child 
to talk about these. Allow them time for this.

Let your child lead you, they can become the expert too.

Never give up reading aloud (even to "uent, con#dent readers) – 
remember it is the enjoyment, bonding and exploration of new 
worlds that encompasses the reading process. Reading is not a tool 
or duty, it is a lifelong journey that expands our understanding of 
the world.

Time to Try!

Use spaghetti stuck into playdough or plasticine

Rip, scrunch and squash paper to stick onto collages, pictures or 
cards; these could be gifts or cards for family and friends!

Have an afternoon at the park – hanging off the climbing frame, 
pulling yourself up onto equipment, throwing and catching

Design together, then build a model – use Lego, pasta, wood, 
pipe cleaners, card or junk 

Mix, whip, crumble foods into a bowl, add spoons/whisks to 
help!

Get crafty with household things – make hats, models, gifts out 
of unwanted paper, reuse greetings cards, cut up old clothing for 
puppets

TIDY TIME! Put on a song and see how much you can tidy before 
the song ends – encourage children to use clothes hangers 
themselves and to sort and pack boxes and drawers - the time 
limit will spur them on to do more

Put things in envelopes and wrap items with old wrapping paper 
– the tucking and folding will require coordination

Collect and create a ‘tiny tin’ or a ‘tough tray’ – use any items 
around the house or in the garden that you can only pick up with 
tweezers, (buttons, beads, pasta, twigs, pebbles, seeds etc)

Pestle and mortar grinding – use seeds, leaves, scented spices to 
grind and make scented bags or yucky potions

Colouring books – try to stay within the lines!

Hang up your own washing line – use pegs to hang pictures, 
toys, treasures from walks to display indoors or out.“If one cannot enjoy reading a book over and over again, there is no 

use in reading it all.” – Oscar Wilde

Fine Motor Skills
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Fine Motor Skills
One of the most important ways we can help children while playing 
with them is through setting up simple activities that help develop 
motor skills. Children need to be able to hold and use scissors and 
pencils appropriately. 

We cannot expect them to be able to write if they haven’t yet 
developed the strength needed in their hands and #ngers.

Motor skill activities concentrate on the hand muscles, these 
improve the muscles in the #ngers and hands, strengthens hand 
grip and develops wrist movement.

Make and create with your child, gently guiding but not taking over 
tool use such as cutting with scissors, picking up small items 
(sequins, beads, googly eyes), sprinkling glitter or coloured sand 
onto precise areas.

Invite your child to help you in the kitchen, give them their own 
piece of pastry or dough to knead, stretch, pull and pinch. 
Resistance materials with malleable properties provide muscle 
strengthening opportunities. 

Encourage your child to master the #ddly bits - put on their own 
coat, do up their own buttons and zips, put their shoes on and tie 
laces with minimal input from a grown up. This also promotes 
independence and a ‘can do’ attitude.

Time to Try!

Find a quiet comfortable space in the house – NO TV!

Feed your child’s imagination and paint pebbles with funny 
characters and make a story with them

Get your child to pick their favourite book to read – even if 
it’s for 100th time!

Make your very own "ap-up book by sticking down card 
shapes on paper

Use a familiar tune to create a new rhyme

Do an impression of your favourite character

Invite your child to re-tell a book using pictures as cues – 
come up with some examples yourself!

Create different character voices or sound effects to 
accompany a story

When you’re out and about, read street signs, menus etc. to 
build up their word bank

Re-design a book cover

Create a list of questions to ask a book character

Think of a question and help your child to email their 
favourite author (they often reply!)

Write a letter to your child, post it and then read it together 
when it arrives

Take photos of your day out and help your child to 
sequence them into a story

Reading
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Writing
Encouraging children in their efforts to do up buttons, pour a 
drink and manipulate small objects aids #ne motor control.

Enthuse and enable the writing process through noticing and 
encouraging the marks children make and the meanings that 
they give them.

Making books with children about the activities they have been 
doing enables children build a sense of themselves as an author/
illustrator.

Inspire children to write by modelling different contexts for 
writing.

Talk to your child about the letters that represent the sounds they 
hear in different words.

Support your child’s writing journey and celebrate their 
achievements.

“Writing, to me, is simply thinking with your fingers.”
  – Isaac Asimov

Become a reporter for the weekend! Interview a family 
member on any subject, take notes and create an article. 
Take photos of a day out and create your own comic strip 
complete with superheroes! Write your own pages for fact 
books (dinosaurs, Lego/Frozen characters)

Vocab Jars/ Journal Jars – #ll these up with new exciting 
words to use over the week or ‘imagine if...’ ‘favourite 
holiday/memory/animal etc’

Practise Kung-Fu punctuation – ask your child about this!

Provide writing opportunities, such as invitations, thank you 
cards, letters to friends/family instead of an email or text, or 
write to a favourite author (they often reply!) or your local 
newspaper on a real life issue

Go shopping for a special notepad/paper and envelopes 
and pen ready to use for writing to family/friends

Re"ective journals are perfect. They are special and 
personal. Re"ective journals can be used to develop the 
‘senses’ of writing, sights and sounds, textures and feelings 
from a trip or experience

Play word building games to develop descriptive vocabulary 
(Boggle, Scrabble, GuessWho, What Am I?)

Design a treasure hunt (any theme) for another person to 
follow, include clue cards, forfeit cards and instructions

Display children’s writing in a special place, make frames for 
pictures, notes and poems and choose fun/unexpected 
places to stick these – bathroom doors, inside the coat 
cupboard, on the fridge or downstairs toilet!
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Time to Try!

Leave little notes in special places for your child to #nd and 
reply to (characters, compliments, questions, silly rhymes)

Decorate an old shoe box together and gather special 
writing materials for it e.g. themed paper, decorated pens/
pencils, mini envelopes

Choose a favourite photo together to use as a stimulus for a 
silly poem, an adventure story, comic strip or a ‘lift the "ap’ 
secret note/book

Bathrooms are the perfect places for performing voices! 
Make up rhymes, characters or role play a favourite story 
alongside the shampoo and toothbrushes

Changeable objects game for sparking ideas: choose an 
everyday item and describe what it secretly is e.g. a fork is 
hairbrush for a mermaid or robot to detangle sea-swept hair 
or frayed wires. Gently encourage you child to make 
additions to their vocab here, adding suffix words and 
adverbs to their descriptions “carefully, angrily, delightful”

Writing
Time to Try!

Revamp your writing equipment to create brand new writing 
tools... a wand, a light sabre, an icicle...

Re-use a space in the house to create your own writing shack. 
What will it be...

Re-use forgotten materials to create books – wrapping paper, 
old notepads and incorporate stickers!

Paint a cupboard door or part of a wall with chalkboard paint 
for your child to make marks or write notes to you.

Involve your child as you write for different purposes, 
shopping lists, notes, greetings cards

Write a wish tag to a real/imaginary person or character

Play word building games together that help children create 
rhyming strings of real or imaginary words.

Make it multi sensory – write into shaving foam with your 
#nger; use sticks as pencils in the mud.

Draw out and write your own Snap! Cards or Top Trumps.

Send notes to family or toys, ask them a question and wait for 
a response through the letter box!

Sensory Stuff! Make a list together of what you can see, hear, 
smell, touch or taste.

Draw a map of the garden; create a magical journey, label the 
landmarks and scary spots!

Collect items for a Story Box, pick one out and develop a 
story behind the item (a fork is a hairbrush for a mermaid, a 
button is the lost treasure of a Pirate Captain)

Writing
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Read! Read! Read! The best activity to nurture and develop young 
writers is to have access to a wide range of books. Even if your child 
does not do all of the reading at home, hearing adults read exposes 
children to sophisticated vocabulary, they learn how language 
sounds and it builds up their knowledge of grammatical structures; 
this will, in time, feed into their writing. All readers should have this 
wonderful story time; it is a crucial part of their reading journey - 
no matter what level they are at.

Be a writing role model. Make sure your child sees you as a writer. 
Point out times that you are using writing (shopping lists, to do 
lists, letters etc) initiate conversations on the purpose of writing for 
various audiences (family news, advertisements) #nd time to write 
together in the week and lastly, let them see you are not perfect, 
look up word meanings/spellings together.

Encourage and support your child to use their phonic knowledge 
when encountering new words. Phonetically plausible attempts 
should be celebrated #rst and then pick up the dictionary to #nd 
the correct spelling together. 

Simply getting your child to copy down what you have written will 
not help them and is not encouraged.

Writing
In order to be the next Roald Dahl, #rst children need to think aloud 
as they collect ideas and choose ‘the perfect one’.  This is a crucial 
editing process where #rst, second or third drafts can easily 
disappear in the atmosphere instead of being scribbled out and self 
esteem lowers. Talk through a sentence or idea or with others, 
(dinner times, bath tub chats, car journeys).

Words! Without words there would be no language, without 
language there would be no storytelling. ‘Vocab Jars’ are a brilliant 
way to help increase word power (and knowledge is power!) Start a 
jar and pick a few words each week, try these out in various 
conversations or make silly word rhymes. These can be picked from 
newspaper, magazines or random pages in a book. E.g. perplex, 
ripple, aquamarine, confound, elixir.

Writing appears in many forms, not just stories; encourage your 
child to try various ‘writing hats’ e.g. noting down a yummy recipe, 
leaving notes for mum/dad/grandparent/sibling. All are valuable 
and purposeful real experiences and each provides opportunities 
to rehearse use of new WOW words, suffixes and punctuation.

“The greatest pleasure of writing is not what it’s about, 
but the inner music that words make.” – Truman Capote


